
 
Meeting of the EFFC Sustainability Working Group held 
on Monday 27th September between 09:00 – 12:00 
BST / 10:00 – 13:00 CET via WebEx Conference Call 
 

 
 

 
In Attendance: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
  
Present: 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 Actions  

ALL Contact Chris stating: 
a) Whether you intend to attend the DFI-EFFC 

conference in Berlin 

b) Explain whether your national federation has a 

sustainability WG, whether you are you on it, 

who the Chair of the working group is and their 

email address 

ASAP 

A Körbler Contact Lafarge about their work on carbon capture. 
 

11th November  

C Harnan Contact Koen Coppenholle from CemBureau. 
 

11th November 

C Jennings 
C Harnan 

Look at addressing the issues raised about working group 
representation.  
 

ASAP 

I Jennings Isabel to circulate: 
1. Latest draft of FIEC sustainability document 

2. Chris’ notes on webinar 

 

 
 

Low Carbon Concrete (LCC) TG 
 

Ongoing 
 

Ruben Van den Bröck Belgium 

Luca Bruni Italy 

Luke Deamer UK 

Chris Harnan (Chair) UK 

Jan Kreuziger Norway 

Juliette Léchard France 

Dejan Lukic Switzerland 

Alberto Majer Italy 

Heleni Pantelidou UK 

Rick Riggelink Netherlands 

Alexander Rostert Germany 

  

Ciaran Jennings EFFC Secretary 

Isabel Jennings EFFC Secretariat 

  



R VD Bröck 
I Jennings 

1) Ruben to translate BBRI documents on LCC 

2) Isabel to re-circulate Alexander R’s German Cement 

Associate presentation 

3) Isabel to circulate GCB/BSI net zero carbon concrete 

roadmap – when published in November 

 

11th November 
 
 
 

November 
2021 

 
 
KPI/Roadmap 
TG 
Alex R 

KPI/Roadmap TG 
 

1) Create a short document and presentation (8-10 slides) 

outlining which KPI’s the group would like to collect 

2) Alex to highlight and add comments to sections he thinks 

should be omitted from the carbon how to guide 

 

Ongoing 
 
 

31st October 
 
 

11th November 
 

C Jennings Follow-up with Stuart Norman about  BSI low carbon 
agenda 
 

11th November 

C Jennings 
J  Kreuziger 

Produce a 4-page summary (with references) detailing 
the ETS, CBAM and CSRD 
 

31st October 

R Riggelink Send Isabel examples of other carbon calculation 
software/systems 
 

11th November 

 
 



 Minutes  

1.  Meeting Formalities 
 

a. Apologies 

Apologies received from Alexander Zöhrer (Austria). 
 

b. Approval of Minutes of the Meeting held on 11th May 2021 

The minutes of the meeting were approved.  
 

 

2.  FIEC, Sustainability at European level (updates) 
 

a. FIEC Sustainability WG 

It was noted the last FIEC SWG meeting was the 13th of July, and the next 
meeting has not been scheduled yet. 
 
The group are in the final stages of drafting their “Driving and Supporting 
Sustainability in Construction” document. Chris and Luke commented that it is a 
positive, proactive document targeted at construction companies. The latest draft 
has been heavily influenced by the EFFC SWG. Isabel agreed to circulate the 
most recent draft. Chris noted he is unclear when the document will be published 
but when it does it will be shared with the group. 
 
Chris added that off the back of the last meeting he contacted Koen Coppenholle 
from CemBureau. Chris added that he needs to chase up Koen as he has not 
heard back from him yet.  
 

b. FIEC TEC-3 

Chris commented that the last few meetings have been cancelled. It was 
discussed that cross-over between the FIEC SWG/TEC-3 will likely result in TEC-
3’s discontinuation. Chris explained he does not plan to attend any further TEC-3 
meetings as they are usually unproductive.  
 

c. FIEC Taxonomy WG 

Chris commented that he attended a European webinar primarily focused on the 
Corporate Sustainable Reporting Directive (CSRD). Chris commented that this 
webinar was a sensible and clear discussion on upcoming changes/challenges. 
The replay of this webinar can be watched by registering online. Chris continued 
to share his notes, including all acronyms, with the group – see here.  
 
Chris explained that the CSRD will impact over 50,000 companies in Europe 
including non-listed companies and will require mandatory audits. This currently 
impacts companies with 500+ employees but will soon be amended to 250+ 
employees, meaning most EFFC companies will be impacted by the CSRD.  
 
Chris explained they intend to create a database where all European company’s 
yearly (basic) data can be openly viewed. The webinar presenters and audience 
agreed that simplification and coherence is key when it comes to the data. It was 
noted that Europe is further ahead than both the US and China, and that there is 
an expectation that the US/China will follow.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 
 
 
I Jennings 
 
 
 
C Harnan 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

https://register.gotowebinar.com/register/8073087576859625488
https://www.effc.org/content/uploads/2021/09/CH-Notes.pdf


Ciaran asked whether the data is sustainability driven. Chris explained that it is 
the non-financial data as is covered already for large, listed companies. Luke 
asked for further details on how this compares to pre-existing non-financial data 
requirements for listed companies. Chris noted that he was not sure, but the plan 
is to start implementing from Q1/Q2 2022.  Luke suggested the KPI group should 
try to align with this. 
 
Heleni commented that it is good to push for alignment on all corporate reporting 
but asked if there was any indication of actual KPI’s or financial penalties if data is 
not reported. Chris commented the webinar gave no indication of what penalties 
might be enforced. Ciaran commented that the varying national processes in 
implementation of European directives may mean they cannot comment on 
penalties. Heleni agreed but noted that there are European-wide targets (for 
decarbonisation, biodiversity gain etc.), so addressing how the national 
contributions fit into this would be useful. Luke thought these KPI’s are likely to 
align with carbon reduction and the 6 current taxonomy priorities. Chris agreed 
and noted that the change to 250 employees is to pick up the supply-chain 
companies which are currently going under the radar.  
 
Chris explained that the webinar identified the main issues for construction are: 

• Ensuring CSRD and Taxonomy are closely aligned 

• Ensuring CSRD and Taxonomy work with EPRA database to provide 

transparency 

• Ensuring there is consistency across member states for the 

implementation and certification of the Energy Performance of Buildings 

Directive (EPBD)  

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

3.  Low Carbon Concrete TG (update) 
 
Chris asked the group how best to translate Ruben’s Belgian documents (Here 
and Here) into English. Ruben offered to translate the documents. Chris thanked 
Ruben explaining it only needed to only be a rough translation.   
 
As an overview, Ruben explained the BBRI have written a detailed paper about 
their research on low carbon concrete (LCC). It is a practical guide on how to start 
using LCC. Ruben noted that the next step will be setting up district level 
guidance groups to share sustainability knowledge within local businesses. This 
should therefore shift companies to work in a more sustainable way.  
 
Ciaran commented that the Federation of Piling Specialists (FPS) have recently 
hosted a webinar on low carbon concrete. This webinar covered the state of the 
art in the UK alongside various case studies. Luke commented the webinar also 
explains how LCC (Cemfree, Wagner’s earth friendly concrete) has been used in 
permanent structures. It was noted the webinar explains existing standards and 
how the LCC can be used within this. Heleni added that there is an ongoing, top-
down, effort between the Green Construction Board (GCB) and the British 
Standards Institute (BSI) to produce a roadmap for ‘Net Zero Carbon for 
Concrete’. This document should be available in November. Isabel commented 
that she will circulate when published. The FPS webinar is available to watch – 
HERE. 
 
Ruben commented that, in Belgium, concrete manufactures want to increase their 
prices by up to 20% by 2023. Ruben explained this is due to the changes with the 
European ‘Carbon Border Adjustment Mechanism’ (CBAM). It was noted this price 

 
 
 
R VD Bröck 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
I Jennings 

https://www.circular-concrete.be/state-of-the-art/
https://www.circular-concrete.be/resultaten/praktijkgids/
https://www.fps.org.uk/events/sustainability-series-low-carbon-concrete-in-piling/


increase is driving independent concrete manufacturers to research cement 
alternatives as they are now more economically viable. Heleni commented that 
this is great news. Heleni and Rick asked whether Ruben could share any 
information on CBAM. Ruben commented that he does not have any direct 
information but heard this via a Belgian concrete manufacturer newsletter. 
 
Chris noted that CBAM only applies to cement imports from outside the EU. Luke 
commented that cement manufactured within the EU would be regulated by the 
Emissions Trading Scheme (ETS). Luke concluded that CBAM is essentially an 
attempt to stop offshoring emissions. 
 

4.  KPI/Roadmap TG (update) 
 
Luke commented that KPI’s have been chosen – scope 1 (direct from fuel) and 
scope 2 (direct from electricity). These will be reported per million Euros of 
revenue, as well as in absolute figures. These were chosen as they are commonly 
reported data already required from large, listed companies.  
 
Chris asked when the metrics will be finalised as he needs to present to the 
executive committee in late November. Chris commented that it will likely take a 
year to win over the EFFC executive so wants to start ASAP.  
 
Luke asked whether Chris would like the TG to create a presentation explaining 
the metrics. Luke explained the group could easily show large companies that 
they are already reporting this information. Chris commented that he wants to 
keep the pressure on the executive so a presentation and accompanying 
guidance document would be good. It was noted that the document doesn’t have 
to be perfect. It was agreed the TG would start to collate the presentation and 
document at their next TG meeting.  
 
Chris commented that highlighting the CSRD requirements (e.g. the 250+ 
employees mentioned earlier) should keep the pressure on the EFFC and show 
that they need produce this data soon. This project can therefore be angled as the 
EFFC SWG being proactive by compiling this data. Chris commented that having 
a centralised, named EU database showing individual company data is the perfect 
way to encourage companies to report.  
 
Chris commented that it would be good to intertwine the EFFC data collection with 
those required for the CSRD. It was agreed a compatible and holistic approach 
which works together would be good but would require some research. Jan and 
Ciaran agreed to compile a 4-page summary (with references) of the ETS, CBAM 
and CSRD.  
 
Luke noted that the TG has started writing the “what” and “why” parts of the 
carbon how to guide. This guide is currently 5-6 pages and can be circulated for 
review – see here. Alex R felt that “political statements and comments” on climate 
change should be kept out of the guide. Alex R commented that the guide should 
primarily focus on the possible technical solutions opposed to “political pressures”. 
Chris asked that the political statements be kept in but asked Alex R to highlight 
the sections in yellow so the working group can review. This can then be edited 
accordingly as the draft progresses.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
Roadmap/KPI 
TG 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
C Jennings 
J  Kreuziger 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
A Rostert 
 

5.  DFI-EFFC Conference, Berlin 2022 
 
The programme has not been finalised yet but for sustainability there will be – 

 
 
 

https://docs.google.com/document/d/1AOSk3_d-Cu9QT1j8jYRB5KfeuAvRHupgl2pxYA9oNjA/edit


• One session on the EFFC Roadmap – chaired by Chris Harnan  

• Two sessions on the submitted papers – chaired by Kimberly Martin and 

Egbert van der Wal 

• One Panel Discussion – chaired by Gerald Verbeek 

Chris explained that he needs several volunteers for the EFFC Roadmap session 
as well as (x2) volunteers for the panel discussion.  Chris asked everyone to send 
him an email detailing whether they are attending the conference and whether 
they would like to be involved in the sessions.   
 
It was also noted that the tremie, working platforms and support fluids guides (x3 
1.5 sessions) will have meetings on the pre-conference day.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL 

6.  EFFC Carbon Calculator (update) 
 
Chris commented that the DFI is now eager to get back involved with the 
maintenance of the carbon calculator. The schedule will alternate between light 
and major changes year on year. This is still under discussion.  
 
Rick asked why there are plans to update the calculator when there are other 
international calculator systems which are just as good. Chris commented that it 
would be good to compare the other systems with the EFFC calculator to see 
whether it is worth maintaining. Rick agreed to send these systems to Isabel to 
circulate.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
R Riggelink 

7.  EFFC SWG webinar 
 
The webinar recording can be found here. 
 
Chris felt that, instead of running another webinar, it would be beneficial to foster 
a better working relationship between national federation sustainability groups and 
the EFFC SWG.  
 
Chris suggested that each member of the group speak with their own national 
federation’s exec/sustainability groups about sustainability. Then, they can act as 
a messenger between the two groups and keep work aligned. If a national 
federation doesn’t have a SWG we can then go to the executive and ask for them 
to start one. Chris commented that it may be worth starting a more formal system 
where the meeting minutes are shared with individual national federations.  
 
Chris asked everyone to feedback on whether their national federation has a 
sustainability WG, whether you are you on it, who the Chair of the working group 
is and their email address 
 
Luke commented that relationship building and webinars are not mutually 
exclusive. He suggested that it will probably be worth having a webinar when the 
carbon best practice guide is ready.  
 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
ALL 

8.  Any Other Business 
 
Nothing to discuss. 
 

 

9.  Next steps and next meeting 11th November (13:00-16:00 GMT/14:00-17:00 
CET) 

 

https://www.effc.org/webinar/driving-and-supporting-sustainable-change-in-geotechnical-companies/


 
 
 

 

 Parallel: Conversation in the Chat: 

from Luke External to Everyone:    10:20  AM 

CSRD objectives: 

• environmental matters 

• social matters and treatment of employees 

• respect for human rights 

• anti-corruption and bribery 

• diversity on company boards (in terms of age, gender, educational and 

professional background) 

from Luke External to Everyone:    10:21  AM 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/company-reporting-and-
auditing/company-reporting/corporate-sustainability-reporting_en 

from Dejan Lukic to Everyone:    10:23  AM 

In Switzerland the focus is more on project focus, not so strong on companies: 

• Overall energy consumption 

• CO2 

• Protection water and soil 

from Luca Bruni to Everyone:    10:28  AM 

In Italy now the government with Mario Draghi is having a strong commitment on 
Sustainability and CO2 emissions reduction. We have now a dedicated ministry 
called "environmental transition" . The minister is a scientist Mr Cingolani the 
former chief of Italian Institute of Technology 

from Dejan Lukic to Everyone:    10:31  AM 

In Switzerland we see clients demanding more an more the use of Ecovadis  
https://ecovadis.com 

from Dejan Lukic to Everyone:    10:31  AM 

Do you see it in your countries? 

from Juliette Léchard to Everyone:    10:32  AM 

it's still rare  

 

https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/company-reporting-and-auditing/company-reporting/corporate-sustainability-reporting_en
https://ec.europa.eu/info/business-economy-euro/company-reporting-and-auditing/company-reporting/corporate-sustainability-reporting_en
https://ecovadis.com/

